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Halo One

better in one

What’s in the box

Halo One unit

User Guide Manual

AUX Connection Cable

DC Power Charging
Adapter

Switch On/Switch Off

Slide up to switch on

Touch and hold
to switch off

Switch On: Slide up to switch on Halo One and the white LED will start
blinking after bleep.
Switch Off: Touch and hold for 3-5 seconds, then the white LED light
will be off after bleep.

Connecting via Bluetooth

Bluetooth

Halo One

Not Paired

Activate your device’s Bluetooth feature and select ‘Halo One’ to start the connection. A beep
Will sound and the white LED light will stay on to indicate a successful sync/connection.
Note: Only one Bluetooth device can be synced with Halo One at a time.

Bluetooth
Bluetooth
Halo One

Not Paired

To switch to another Bluetooth device connection, touch and hold the reset icon for 3 seconds.
The current device will be disconnected and the LED light will blink, freeing Halo One to be
synced with another Bluetooth device.

Connecting via NFC

Turn on your NFC-capable device’s NFC feature, and gently tap the side of Halo One marked with
the NFC icon. A beep will sound and the LED light will stay on to indicate a successful connection
Note: Some NFC-capable devices may not be compatible with Halo One. In this instance, it’s advised
to connect via Bluetooth or the AUX connection.

Connecting via AUX connection

Plug the supplied AUX connection cable into your audio device and the Halo One’s AUX IN jack.
Bluetooth or NFC connection function must be disabled first when connecting this way.

Charging the Halo One

Use the supplied DC Power Adapter when your Halo One is low on power.
When charging the Halo One, a red LED light will glow and once the unit is fully charged, the
glow will automatically disappear.

Volume Adjustment

Adjust the volume by sliding your finger on the touch control panel at the back of the Halo One.
Slide up to turn on the volume and slide down to turn it down.
The volume can also be adjusted through your device when it’s connected by Bluetooth or NFC.

FAQs

Q: How many hours does the Halo One battery last when playing
A: The Halo One’s battery lasts for about 2-3 hours of constant play.
Q: What is the purpose of the reset button?
A: The reset button allows you to sync the Halo One to another Bluetooth device without shutting
off. Once the reset button is pressed, Halo One will disconnect with the current synced device
automatically and allow you to switch to connect with a different device quicker.

Safety Instructions
Please follow the below safety instruction properly; failure to do so may result in unexpected serious
Damage or malfunction.
1. Avoid dropping the unit or any other heavy hit may damage the unit. Avoid prolonged
exposure to the sun or rain.
2. Keep this device in a clean and dry environment with temperatures not exceeding 40 Celsius
degree. To avoid corrosion, ensure the unit’s ambient humidity does not exceed 75%. Do not
expose this unit to any heat source.
3. Do not plug the DC Power Adapter into the AUX IN jack as this may seriously damage this unit.
4. Do not dispose this unit or any electronic waste in a regular trash bin. Dispose any electrical
Waste separately and properly.
5. Do not disassemble this unit without manufacturer’s approval as this will may seriously damage
this unit and void your warranty.
6. Any damage caused by non-compliance with the safety instructions renders Gingko
Electronics Ltd free of any liability.

Warranty Policy
This product comes with one-year warranty from the date of purchase.
Within the warranty period, repair services and/or component replacements are free of charge
if damages result under normal use by following the instructions.
Warranty is void should the unit be damaged or malfunction due to misuse, improper handling
Or by events or circumstances beyond the control of Gingko Electronics Ltd
Warranty is void if:
1. The unit improperly used, altered, modified, not properly installed or disassembled.
2. Safety instructions in this manual are not followed.
3. Damage or malfunction is caused by natural calamities such as fire, flood, or earthquake.

This product may still be serviced when out of the warranty period with applicable charges.
To know more, please contact the manufacturer Gingko Electronics Ltd or visit its website at
www.ging-ko.co.uk.
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